
KimoKawaii Cosplay Contest FAQ

Q: What is a cosplay contest?

A: A cosplay contest is a competition where cosplayers show off their costumes and

performances based on characters from anime, manga, video games, or other forms of media.

Contestants will compete in front of judges and audience members, and prizes will be awarded

to the winners.

Q: How do I enter the cosplay contest?

A: You can enter the cosplay contest by filling out the online registration form on our website.

The registration period usually opens a few months before the convention and closes a few

days before the contest. Make sure to read the rules and guidelines before registering.

Q: What are the categories for the cosplay contest?

A: The categories for the cosplay contest may vary depending on the convention, but some

common categories are: Best in Show, Best Craftsmanship, Best Performance, Best Group, Best

Junior, and Best Novice.

Q: How will the cosplay contest be judged?

A: The cosplay contest will be judged by a panel of judges who have experience in cosplay

and/or costume design. The judges will evaluate the contestants based on criteria such as

accuracy, craftsmanship, creativity, performance, and overall impression.

Q: What should I bring to the cosplay contest?

A: You should bring your costume and any props or accessories that are part of your cosplay.

You may also want to bring a reference photo or a brief description of your character to help the

judges understand your cosplay better.

Q: Can I enter as a group or a duo?



A: Yes, you can enter as a group or a duo. Make sure to indicate the number of people in your

group or duo when registering for the cosplay contest. If there is an age gap you will want to

register in the category associated with the youngest in the duo.

Q: Can I wear a cosplay from a non-anime/manga/video game source?

A: It depends on the rules and guidelines of the cosplay contest. Some contests may allow

cosplays from other sources, while others may be limited to anime/manga/video game

cosplays only. Make sure to check the rules before registering.

Q: What are the prizes for the cosplay contest?

A: The winners will receive a trophy, Cash Prize and archived in the KimoKawaii Hall Of Fame, as

well as recognition and admiration from fellow cosplayers and fans.

Q: What is the cosplay contest etiquette?

A: The cosplay contest etiquette includes respecting the judges, fellow contestants, and

audience members, following the rules and guidelines of the contest, and presenting yourself

and your cosplay in a professional and respectful manner. It is also important to have fun and

enjoy the experience of participating in a cosplay contest.


